Ion Pairing in HCl-Water Clusters: From Electronic Structure Investigations to Multiconfigurational Force-Field Development.
In the bulk, condensed-phase HCl exists as a dissociated Cl- ion and a proton that is delocalized over solvating water molecules. However, in the gas phase, HCl is covalent, and even on the introduction of hydrating water molecules, the HCl covalent state dominates small clusters and is relevant at larger clusters including 21 water molecules. Electronic structure calculations (at the MP2 level) and ab initio metadynamics simulations (at the DFT level) have been carried out on HCl-(H2O)n clusters with n = 2-22 to investigate distinct solvation environments in clusters from covalent HCl structure, to contact ion pairs and solvent-separated ion pairs. The data were further used to train and validate a multiconfigurational force-field for HCl-water clusters that incorporates covalent HCl states into the MS-EVB3.2 formalism. Additionally, the many-body interaction of the Cl- ion with water and the excess proton was modeled by the introduction of two geometric three-body terms that incorporates the dominant many-body interaction in an efficient noniterative manner.